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Modular Safety Cases and Evolutionary updates 
• A key part of certifying a system is the Safety Case. 

• The IAWG with support from DSTL has been developing a process to 
produce modular software safety cases. 

• This allows safety cases to be compartmentalised into independent 
modules aiding understanding and re-use. 

• For the initial certification of a system being able to split the safety case 
into smaller modules offers benefits: 
– Formal, and agreed interfaces between modules 
– Easier to understand 
– Can spread the work around, people and companies 

• Supports updates and changes to a system by limiting changes to 
affected modules only. 

• The benefits of modularising the Safety Case are: 
– more affordable through life costs 
– easier to produce safety cases for complex system 
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Modular and Incremental Certification Approach 
 

•IAWG Modular Software Safety Case 
(IMSSC) 

 Construction of a system safety case 
by composition of safety case 
modules with specialist techniques for 
handling interfaces between modules 

•IAWG Approach to Incremental 
Certification 

 Re-certification of a system is reduced 
to the minimum by only recertifying the 
changed elements and by fully 
exploiting reuse of the existing 
argument and evidence 
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Recipe for IAWG flavour Modular Safety Case 

• Carve  the system into Blocks 
– Carefully …. Choose optimal design and blocks 

• Prepare each Block 
– Tailor claims from standard argument patterns 

• Add the essential Requirements Safety Case module(s) 

• Cook each block 
– Support claims with argument and evidence 
– Multiple chefs 

• Assemble into a meal (integrate) 
– All the Block Safety Case modules 
– Add some argument about the integrated system 
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Process & Documentation 

22: Optimise Design 
and Safety Case 

Architectures

44: Assess Change 
Impact 55: Change Safety 

Case
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START

START 
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66: Appraise the 
Safety Case

The process is described in a suite of process documentation 
aimed at different readers. 
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Safety Case Architecture 

• The Safety Case architecture is 
the investment; 
– More boundaries = more 

change resilience 
– Splits the problem into 

manageable and less 
complex parts. 

– Boundaries chosen to allow 
the evolution of the Safety 
Case 

• Organises Safety Case 
Modules into Layers 
– Requirements 
– Application 
– SW Architecture 
– Emulation 
– Hardware 
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Safety Case Increment and Evolution – Assess 
Change Impact 

• Identify the Driving Changes 

• Joint activity between the Safety Case and Design teams 

• Determine the impacted Safety Case artefacts 

• Feel satisfied about the larger proportion of unaffected Safety Case 
artefacts 
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Results of Impact Analysis 

• Changes identified include: 
– Public Claims,  
– Public Context 

• High level context of use 
• Low level constraints on claims 

– Argument  
– Evidence 

 
 

• If the driving changes are complete and safe their impacts will stop at 
Safety Case module boundaries. 

• Otherwise, further impacts will be identified. 
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Safety Case Increment and Evolution – Change 
Safety Case 

• Update the Safety Case 

• Make a claim that the changes are; 
– Correct and Applied 
– Valid (or submit the changed Safety Case module) 

•  Note: This claim is not part of the Safety Case going forward. 
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What we found doing it for real 

• Work on the Safety Case could be started early in the programme. 

• Timely interaction between Safety and Design teams. 

– Issues are addressed jointly as they arise. 

– Solutions chosen are integral to the product. 

• The IAWG MSSC Process helps in generating a modular Safety Case 

• Use of a tool such ASCE from Adelard helps a lot in producing, 

understanding and reviewing  
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Applicability 
• The IAWG MSSC Process is suitable for a broad range of architectures 

– Subject to assessing the receptivity of the system. 

• Very good for IMA style architectures – where modular design is strong. 

• Also good for legacy systems that have some degree of modularisation. 

• Good for complex systems where dividing into modules aids understanding. 

• Good for systems with mixed assurance levels, or where it anticipated that they will 
be in the future. 

• Best for systems with longevity and expected/planned updates. 

• Not suitable for programs close to the end of their life. 

• Not likely to see much benefit for small programs where one module may be 
sufficient. 

• Less benefit for high assurance systems with a stable requirements. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

• The IAWG MSSC Process has been developed over a number of years 
by a range of interested parties: 
– Industry 
– Independent assessors 
– MoD 

• As part of this development various case studies have been carried out to 
validate the process. 

• Is generic, with identified tailoring for specific architectures. 

• Is expandable to other architectures. 

• Document suite is useable by range of people, managers to practitioners.  

• The IAWG MSSC Process is applicable over a range of industries 
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